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Manifesto
I reserve the right to insult the reader
It’s a punk-rock thing, you wouldn’t understand
I reserve the right to blow your mind
It’s drug-culture man, read my work stoned
I reserve the right to parody recursively
It’s an artful dodge, a pre-emptive strike
I reserve the right to make ethnic jokes
It’s an American tradition, respect my heritage
I reserve the right to practice literary terrorism
It’s alienation, I ✈ High art
I reserve the right to make untraceable references
It’s free association, call me indigo
I reserve the right to speak retroactively
It was a misunderstanding, on your part
– David Nuñez Toews
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Wanda

– derek beaulieu

Introspection
R u n d o w n
(For Lisa McPherson)
It must have been cold, standing there in the road
with her clothes strewn about on the snow,
crying
in
the
dark,
cars
rushing
past
far too fast to stop. She’d been in an accident,
felt
fine
but
wasn’t
thinking
right;
later,
once she’d been dragged out of sight by
those
who
follow
round
ring
roads
with
demons in their eyes, they locked her away
in
room
174
(Rest
and
Relaxation)
and burnt away her mind. By the time she was
found
she
was
broken
and
old,
hands
bruised and bloody from fighting the walls,
nails cut short so she couldn’t fight back,
skin
eaten
away
by
the
insects.
They
had
good
lawyers.
– James Duffy

Wanda began with
Such a grin
Five and two-thirds bottle
That Soon-to-be-Mama,
Of Jimmy Dean
Who had aspirations of going
Uncle Jed
Further,
Johnny Walker whiskey
Perhaps all the way to a
Bought most fortuitously with
State college
Government money
And a house somewhere
At the
With bland people everywhere
Five-and-Dime
That was in need of
On Point Severance Street.
Shoveling,
Soon-to-be-Daddy,
Weeding
Being a man with a
And
Hang-dog look,
Cutting,
Looked out from under his brow at
Such a grin that she forgot all about this,
Soon-to-be-Mama
Pushed the bottles over to him and said,
Working behind the counter
“Hi, Slim.”
Beneath
Which was not, as they say,
What could only be estimated
His name,
To be
But rather a name a woman says when she means
Approximately
something besides a greeting.
Three wild turkeys
So says they
And a clutch of
Anyway
Vodka Ice.
On Point Severance Street.
“Well, hi, pretty baby,
It’s this name she’s calling out
Pretty baby lady,”
‘cause she doesn’t know any better
Said Soon-to-be-Daddy,
When she is straddling him in the
Grinning out through the
Car seat
Three teeth remaining unto
On the black top near the
him.
Truck stop
Such a grin, boy,
On top of a Happy Meal wrapper.
– Sarah Gibbs

career aptitude test

– James
Duffy
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Little Johnny sat on his potty. Johnny was getting bigger ALL the time, and

tentacles

he knew it! Each day he sat down on the potty, he could see the top of his

seething

head rising farther and farther up the mirror above the sink across from him. He

hungrily. Johnny

marked how big he got with a line of red crayon (much to his mother’s distress).

jumped back, but

Johnny could even poop all by himself now, and he was proud! He didn’t tell

the creature spun its tentacles

anyone that sometimes he would hold in his poops for too long, and that it

out of the bowl and twisted

would make him cry to go to the bathroom. And since he never told anyone

around Johnny’s little leg. He

about this, no one could tell him that this was very very Bad for him…

squealed as it pulled him

Little Johnny hadn’t pooped for six WHOLE days, and he was having a

back into the potty. As his

hard time. His little bum pushed and pushed until he was purple in the face. He

leg was being dragged down

could see the top of his head slowly rise up to the top of his crayon marks, then

the trap hole, he caught himself

it went two marks PAST his record! “Well done,” he thought as he continued

in the mirror; teeth lashed into

to strain. He was crying now, but with this new record on his mind, he felt that

his skin severing his little foot from his

the pain was well worth it. BAM! The horrendous log popped right out of him

little ankle. Feeling nothing, Johnny looked at himself sinking

splashing into the bowl below and wetting his bum. He grabbed a clump of toilet

down past his very first crayon mark, never to see it ever again.
The moral of the story is: never hold in your poops because it will turn

paper and went to wipe when he felt something slimy brush his bottom.
The tickle startled him. He looked between his legs. There, writhing in

into a monster inside of you and eat you if you wait too long.

stinky brown water, was a black purple-veined creature with thousands of sickly

isyphus
stared
at the rock. Nay, it
was not a rock. It was
his tormentor. It was
Hades incarnate, this
damnable stone.

S

Sisyphus’ Rocks

Each time he laid hands upon
it, the jagged outcroppings of
stone would cut their way into
his flesh. Every ounce of pressure
he committed to moving the
bull-sized conflagration would
push those stony blades deeper
into his flesh. Comparisons of hot
knives and butter did no justice
to just how easily this rock ate
its way into his palms with every
exertion.
But eventually, with enough
effort, he would start the boulder
moving on its horrid journey up
the mountain. Eventually, that
was the key word. Eventually,
he would get the rock up the
mountain. Eventually, it would
come back down and he would
begin the torment yet again.
Perhaps eventually was not the
right word, inevitably seemed
more fitting.

~

His blood was now pouring
out of the wounds of his hands,
each time the valves in his heart
pumped more of the crimson
liquid would spurt from his
palms. The rock had for days
been sporting a stripe of blood
running its entire circumference,
punctuated by the occasional offset flower of a bloody handprint.
4

– Ian Gregg

Sisyphus’ hands slipped on the
blood and the stone slipped with
them. Not wanting to lose days
of progress up the mountain,
Sisyphus desperately threw his
shoulder against the mockery of a
rock to stop the slide. The razor
teeth of the boulder dug
into the meat of his
arm as he stopped
the rolling
With
stone.
every
ounce of
strength in his
body he pushed into the
stone. The rock tore his flesh
deeply and he cried out. He had
temporarily delayed its descent.
He stopped to rest and looked
back down the mountain. Thanks
in no small part to the trail of
blood; he could trace his path
almost to the bottom of the
mountain. He had come this
far, for what seemed like the
millionth time. In reality, it was
somewhere in the hundreds of
thousands, but eternity has a way
of playing tricks on your mind.
He knew he would not die even
though he had lost enough blood
in the past few days of pushing to
cover the great halls of Athens
many times over. The gods were
not merciful. He cursed them for
what seemed like the millionth
time. In reality, it was somewhere
in the billions, but eternity has a
way of playing tricks...
Sisyphus shook his head. He
needed to finish this journey.
Maybe after this trip he would
be set free. Perhaps he would
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be permitted to die. To spend
eternity in nothingness would
be as the fields of Elysium
compared to this hell; which was,
quite literally, Hell. He thrust his
shoulder hard against the boulder
and forced it on its way.

~

Finally, he could see the peak.
The summit of the mountain
he had climbed so many times.
It was what he longed for. He
could not remember his wife’s
face, nor his children’s laughter,
but he could always

remember the view from the
top of the mountain. It was the
barest moment in his eternity
here that he could feel something
resembling contentment. When
he reached the top of the
mountain, there was always the
momentary hope that it would be
for the last time.
With one final Herculean shove
Sisyphus hurled the boulder up
the mountain. It came to a rest
at the very tip of the peak before
starting its inexorable roll back
down. As he had tried thousands
of times before, Sisyphus tried
to stop the hurtling rock. As had
happened thousands of times
before the stone crushed him
underneath its suddenly
insurmountable weight,
crushing every bone in his
body into brittle shards
that seemed to individually
claw their way through his
skin. He looked out from the

top of the mountain and closed
his eyes, perhaps this time death
would come.

~

“Hey, Sid!”
Sid shook his head, clearing
the cobwebs from his brain. “You
daydreaming again buddy?” Sid
looked around his cubicle trying
to orient himself. Finally he slowly
turned his chair towards the
entrance of his eight foot by eight
foot box.
The voice came from
Persephone. Not the goddess
who was

abducted by Hades for
her great beauty and eventually
made to live in the underworld
for three months of the year
Persephone. This was the
ironically named Chartered
Accountant Persephone, whose
beauty would be cause for Hades
to abduct her—if only to set her
as guardian of the gates of Hell in
place of a certain three headed
dog.
“You’re always daydreaming
Silly Siddy,” she chortled, “I hope
you’re daydreaming about me.”
She threw
her
head
back and laughed, spewing
forth the tiny pieces of pita-bread
still stuck in her teeth from
lunch. They flew out in a wide arc
landing on Sid’s arm and leg.
“Oops! Sorry!”

Persephone snorted, “I just
get so excited when you’re
around Sid.You make me want
to explode like Mount Vesuvius,
in a hot steamy explosion!” Sid
gagged a little bit at that clumsy
attempt at innuendo.
“Explode.Volcano. Get it?”
Persephone hyuk-hyuked like
an obscenely ugly, middlemanagement-version of Goofy.
“Yeah, I get it.Very funny.” Sid
muttered.
“Well, you better get back to
work Siddy. Those accounts won’t
reconcile themselves!”

Persephone turned
and wobbled off, her highheels dangerously on the
verge of collapse under her
amply weighted ankles.
Sid turned back to his
computer, next to it sat
the paperwork for the
Jupiter Engineering account.
A pile that seemed as
insurmountable as
a mountain. He
sighed, pulled off
the
first
sheet
and opened
an Excel spreadsheet.

~

Sisyphus stared at the rock.
Nay, it was not a rock. It was
his tormentor. It was Hades
incarnate, this damnable stone.
– Tim Ford

breakfast
we don’t talk
as you make me breakfast
you stare glumly down
at the stove with your back
turned to me
the only sounds
are the hiss of bacon
in the cast iron pan
the cackle of egg in oil
– derek beaulieu

and murmur of coffee
seeping through its filter
their aromas swirl
in the air around us
mingling
with the tension of words
unspoken
but carved in thick bold letters
all around us
swelling in our throats
until they are just too large
and hardened
to squeeze out
so we melt them
with tedious sips
of hot black coffee
until they dissolve
and are absorbed back
within us for now
and buried
with tasty mouths full
of bacon and eggs
– Tyler Perry

I steal coffee cups.
I can’t help myself.
My cupboards at home
barely close for all the cups.
The hall closet has stacks.
I ve had to start keeping them
under my bed
behind the couch
in the oven
buried in the neighbour’s garden
(You should see their attic).
But I tell you:
if you could feel
what I feel when I stand
at a table (a cup tucked
neatly under my jacket)
and walk out of the
restaurant or coffee house,
fighting the urge to run,
waiting for the hand on
my shoulder that never comes,
clutching the cooling ceramic mug,
you’d do what I do, too.
– Tyler Perry

coffee stains
coffee wants my stopwatch
coffee stains my pleas
coffee craves my spare change
coffee chokes my sleep
coffee shits the moon
coffee paints my streets
coffee taints my gasoline
coffee spells r e l i e f
coffee cannot crumble
coffee only speaks
coffee is my cranky muse
coffee drives my feet
– David Nuñez Toews
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, 13, After escape in a beaten Toyota
15, 24, (Donny’s sister’s old car) with
37 and whiteout over the license plate,
45 were we split. I had watched the Hulk
the num- lurch towards his apartment; a
bers on page single shared between five friends
A2 of the news- with sleeping bags hidden under
paper that morning, a tower of unwashed underwear.
tucked in the bottom left hand I longed to slip out after him and
corner below a massive article slam the Toyota door. The image
about a fire in the states.
of the Hulk’s ugly smile was warm
I snuck from my room, avoided against my chest. I had rubbed
Donny’s den, and saved my pants the chipped bridge of my nose
from the wash. I picked out juice and leaned my forehead on the
damped tickets and licked them passenger window. The cold glass
apart. My third read 7-13-15-24-matched my cold cuticles. No. I
37-45; the same six numbers out had to go home with Don that
of forty-nine. An estimated jackpot night, like every night.
of six million.
My forgotten cigarette burned
I shut myself in a closet and swal- my knuckles. I cursed and lit
lowed a third of a pack of cigarettes another.
in the following hour. The lit ends
“Hulk, what do you say we
raced towards my lips as if they take the money and go travel?”
were matches instead of cigs. The I tested, swirling my tongue
small space did not hold smoke well between my teeth to taste the
and a soft mattress of fog envel- escaping smoke. If I couldn’t say it
oped the naked light bulb above. I in an empty closet, I could never
scratched between my thighs, put say it to him. “I’ve won big.
out my last cigarette on the wall, Real big. Maybe it’s
then drew it back and lit it again. a sign.”
Should I go? Donny didn’t read
Impossible.
and the Hulk wouldn’t remember I knew the
my ticket numbers. They didn’t Hulk. He’d
need to know. Too bad if I won frown at
and they didn’t, especially since me
and
we’d split the tickets even.
say, “What
That wasn’t what Donny would about Don?
think. It was my idea, he’d say. I We stick
found the plastic gun and I did all together.”
the talking that night. Remember
“But Hulk,”
how scared the clerk was?
I muttered. I
Just between you and me, closed my eyes
Donny always had an overblown and pictured his
nose. Actually, I thought Hulk did broad shoulders filling up
the most scaring. We didn’t need a the closet door. My fingers left
plastic gun. The clerk, a tired youth dusty, sweaty wrinkles on my
dozing behind the counter, wet his ticket. The ticket edges were faded
pants when the Hulk tapped him from juice and my too-tight-jean
on the temple. Hulk was hulk-ish pockets. “But Hulk, this is onceand bald with more veins than in-a-life kind of money. I take it
Einstein’s brain and a much bet- myself or we both spend it. I’m not
ter man than Donny.
giving anything to Donny.”
Money, Donny had demanded
Hulk never once gave me the
that night. Money and beer. The answer I wanted, and a mere
clerk had emptied his register, jackpot wouldn’t change him.
whimpering and shuffling to hide What if I really used the money
the wet spot on his crotch. His myself? Maybe I’d buy an apartfingers shook like mine did after ment in cash. I’d buy a year’s
a pack straight. The store
supply of instant noodles and
floor had been dusty with
canned corn and powdered
crushed chips and a stain
clam chowder, a month’s
of cherry slush in one
supply of smoke and a
corner. The Hulk busied
hamster. I’d open a bank
himself with juices and
account. After I got the
chips and mints.
money and stashed the
Cigarettes and lottery
best part of it, I’d turn Donny
tickets, I had added. We quick- in. Was that legal? He hadn’t
picked each. I wanted my lucky done anything real bad. I couldn’t
numbers (thirteen and sixty-six) report him for attempted murder
but we had neither time nor the but that’s what he’d attempt if I
leisure. And sixty-six was not didn’t: murder.
a choice anyway. We took with
Sharing something so miracuurgency and fled even faster. lous with Donny would destroy
6
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Lot

all meaning, therefore out of
the question. He’d buy a car or
three, a house on the pinnacle of
the hill, seven bachelor’s parties
for no reason, and forbid me my
hamster. He’d plan for Hawaii
instead of Egypt, Caribbean
Cruises instead of Europe
backpacking trips.
So I must take the
money and move
to Saskatchewan.
Nobody
would
find me there. But
Saskatchewan didn’t
have arcades. How would
I survive without arcades?
Without Terror House and
Dance machines? I’d open one
then. I’d use the money to move
to Saskatchewan and open an
arcade.
Elated and relieved, I jabbed
the stub in my hand on the floor
and smoothed out my ticket. I’d
walk up to the… No, I couldn’t
walk up to the store clerk. The
kid would recognize me,
if he remembered
anything from
that night.
Besides,
I had no
receipt, no
proof of
purchase.
Brainless
b l o n d
b i t c h !
I
hated
myself.
What if I called
them? Borrowed
someone’s library card
and used the library internet to
apply for the money online. That
was anonymous, wasn’t it? No,
no. My address was Donny’s
address. I couldn’t expect them
to wire the money into a nonexistent bank account, or send a
cheque straight up Donny’s nose.
Did they even accept internet
claims?
And what if the clerk reported
the stolen tickets? What if they
knew and were waiting for
me?
I pulled on my long pajamas
and ground my heel into the
newspaper. If I put on my shortest skirt and pinned my hair,
perhaps I could find someone
to claim the money for me. We’d
split the six million half and half.
Good deal, right?
Shit. If I couldn’t find the right
man in twenty nine years, I’d
never get an honest one in time.
Especially not without questions
asked and nobody honest would
cover for a criminal anyway.
If I found myself a man, what

by Emily Y. Chin

would the Hulk do? The junk
food happy kid would be devastated. I would be devastated.
The Hulk and I had met through
Donny, on one of his pep talks
at the bar. Nobody paid Don
any attention except
the unfortunate
girlfriend, me.
I had glanced
sideways
at the Hulk
snapping gum
by the counter,
smiling a grotesque smile and
drinking cheap beer.
I pictured Donny drowning
in his mug, long nose dipping
inside. I would’ve bought the
kid a drink to celebrate.
“What should I do, Hulk?” I
asked softly. I shook my empty
box of cigarettes, crumpled it,
and reached for a new box. I
knew what the Hulk would do.
He had the morals of a celibate
monk, and would’ve been a
social worker in another life.
Robbing the convenience
store made him laugh. They
overcharged for chips and
smokes and slushies, he said.
The store would have more than
enough cash to spare. The registers at two in the morning were
probably empty anyway.
He would’ve thought the
jackpot an undeserved reward
though. He would’ve scorned
it and read a cheap detective
paperback to pass the time.
Shit. I pictured the hamster
I would’ve bought.
My neighbor owned a hamster
when I was a little girl; brown
with a white stripe across his
back like a loose belt around a
beer belly. I pictured one with
ragged ears and a dark snout.
I hugged and nuzzled a sock. It
was poor replacement, but the
rodent would have to wait.
I held the Hulk in my thoughts
as I decided. I’d regret it right
afterwards. I would. I would. My
fingers itched beneath the skin
where I couldn’t scratch.
I took the ticket between
my thumbs and index fingers.
Ripped neatly. I felt a brief second of panic and tried to piece the
ticket together, choking in the
gloom. Calm settled over me as
I remember I owned no tape.
Sighing, I celebrated the
miracle by ripping more and
rubbing paper pieces across
my palms. Finally, my teeth
tasting of bitter cold medicines and ash, I let the confetti flutter to the floor, falling
between finished cigarettes.

The railroad
He is hoping hard at the dawn. He hates hoping hard at the dawn. He
is hoping hard at the dawn and railroading his chinks. He is at the edge
of hell. He runs his chinks along the blood of the railroad. He hates
running his chinks along the blood of the railroad. He feels railroad. He
feels rust. He is hard and rusting. He is rusting and hating. He is hoping
completion. He is hoping completion about rusting. He hates hoping
about completion. He hates hoping about rusting. He hates hoping about
rusting completion. His hating spikes. His hating spikes railroads. He is
hoping spikes about railroads. He hates hoping spikes about railroads.
He is hoping railroads about hating rust. He railroads about hating. He
railroads about rusting. He railroads about the hope of railroads. His hoping spikes. He bleeds about hoping. He bleeds about hoping the railroad
of chinks. He is hoping chinks. He hates hoping about his chinks. He
is hoping about his chinks as he railroads about his hoping. His chinks
railroad. His hopings freeze. He hopes hell railroads his chinks. He hopes
his chinks blood the railroad and freeze. He hates hoping that his chinks
blood the railroad. His hate rusts. The train departs. Completion begins.
Acknowledgment to “The river has thumbs” in Lemon Hound
by Markin-Flanagan visiting writer, Sinas Queryas.
– Dale Lee Kwong

– Helen Hajnoczky

dash
a simile smiles a lily while
your wordy gullet
belies the belly
your gut encloses
the lowercase ocean

you’re a cloud cutter
cut swathes in my cotton mouth
you’re my skyscraper’s blue nose

I’m curled snug
as an ampersand
in your belly button

you give on the glider
while I lick your linoleum
then rip up the floor

I’m the punk u ate
throwing nickels
into the bowls of ohs
you slip an onion ring
onto my pinkie
my finger fills
the deep fried hole
sure as a clogged vein
sure as a nucleus
nestled in the centre of a cell
my finger fills your onion ring
answer to my gastric prayer
we defy verbal lowcal
crunch your breaded ohs

you’re my spectral snowbird
I raise a trickle toast to your return

oh holy linoleum
with your reverent grout
I scrub your forehead’s tiles
gleaming but for my thumbprints
I bow beneath your showerhead
step into the steam and sing
– Natalie Zina Walchots
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ou, third row from the
back in my tiny church.
I’ve never seen you before
but I fix my eyes on your
face.
The sun beams through
the stained glass windows,
highlighting flecks of dust
floating in air. Rows of pews, inhabited here
and there by the aching bones of the faithful,
a few of their children, a few of their grandchildren, the smell of musty old hymnbooks
making them sneeze and then produce dusty
Kleenexes from shirt sleeves. The organ at the
front, the overhead projector, the pulpit.
Mr. Laurence, head of the elder’s board,
finishes introducing me as the new pastor.
He puts his hand on my back and smiles wide,
“Last but not least, the young reverend is
unmarried!”
A rumble of chuckles from the crowd.
Third row from the back, you are not
smiling.
“Lord bless him with a good wife!”
More chuckles.
“Thank you, Mr. Laurence,” I say and
step to the pulpit. He creaks down the steps
to sit in the front row beside his wife. The
Laurences had me over for dinner a week
before, serving turkey and mashed potatoes
and cranberries.
Mrs. Laurence poured gravy over my
plate. “So what do you plan on preaching for your first sermon, Pastor?”
“I was thinking about freedom in Christ.”
Mrs. Laurence put down the gravy. “Do
you really think so?”“Excuse me?”
“I mean, is that an appropriate sermon
choice?”
“Do you have a suggestion?”
“You should do as you feel led,” she touched
my hand, her skin cold. “But now that you
mention it, I do have a few.”
Third row from the back, you cross and
uncross your legs.
Behind the pulpit, my throat shivering, I take
a gulp of water and begin my sermon on the
burden we all have to bear.
You get up and leave part way through.
You, three aisles away, your dark head bent
over the back cover of a movie. I look down
at my own video. Then “That was very puzzling,” your breath
whispering behind my ear.
“Excuse me?” I turn to look at you. Welldressed, attractive, brunette.
“I don’t understand British humor at all,”
you say.
“I haven’t seen it,” I put Hitchhiker’s Guide
to the Galaxy back in its place.
“I wouldn’t.”
“Pardon?”
But you’re sailing on towards the New
Releases.
I move up and down the next aisle, fumble
with Next Generations, read the cover, put
it back, look at you under my eyebrows like
invisible spectacles, gravitate to the end of the
aisle, examine the floor to ceiling shelves.
A red shirted employee comes by, says
something, I say something back, you glance
up briefly, briefly, he wanders nears you, you
slide your high heels towards him, he says
something, you say something, he wanders
off. I take a step sideways, you slide, I step,
you slide, I step, we meet in front of an empty
shelf and stare at it.
“So what would you recommend?” I say.
“That depends on what you feel like.”
“I’ll give you a hint.” I grab The Exorcist.
“You’re feeling possessed?”
“No, no!” I swivel into another aisle. The
Ten Commandments.
“Possessed by Charlton Heston!”
Saved!
8

“Heard it was terrible!”
Bruce Almighty, Evan Almighty!
“We have a theme…”
The Preacher’s Wife!
“You know, I didn’t cry once during The
Passion?”
“You didn’t? I-“
“Yes I know. You cried bucketloads, didn’t
you?”
“What do you want then?” I say.
“Oh whatever you like.” You skim your
fingers across the rows of movies like playing
a piano, select a title.
Coyote Ugly.
“I’m a temperance man.”
Showgirls.
Striptease.
“I don’t like your taste in movies.”
“Fine,” you say, move towards the door.
“Good luck with your movie.”
“Wait! We haven’t decided what to watch
yet.”
“We?”
“I need your help.”
“You make the options rather limited.”
“I’m open minded,” I say.
You pause, your handbag swinging in an arc
in front of you. Tick tock, tick tock.
I take a step and you slide forward.
You, Anna, beside me, I beside you, and
we’re all alone in the middle of a massive field
of stars. There is Orion’s belt, studded with
Alnitak, Alnilam, and Mintaka. The smell of
nitrogen molecules lifting from the soil, the
smell after the rain, before the worms emerge
to sacrifice themselves to the rain gods.
You undo your belt.
“What do you think you’re doing?” I ask.
“I’m being existential to see if you’ll
notice.”
“Oh I notice,” I say. “I notice you all the
time.”
The oxytocin in my bloodstream,
bonding to my veins in my hand,
bonding my hand to your
skin, now on your belly,
now on your thigh, if
you took one step
closer, softly, softly,
if you took one step
closer, you would step
past epidermis into my
inner organs, knitting bone
with bone. I wrap my wings
around you, the wings attached to
the tendons of my arms, soft like the
night sky, flannel like the night sky, and we
huddle together beneath them, heat rising,
foreheads touching, my breath overcoming yours, the spice from your neck
between us, sometimes mingling
lips, sometimes daring to exist
in your space beneath this
organic canopy.
I watch you
while I preach
my sermon. You
slouch and pull the
bulletin into strips with
your fingers. The church,
full of shuffling, sighing, babies
screaming, the ceiling fan sifting air
and all I hear is the sound of paper
being ripped from the back row.
Dear Lord, I pray, please bless the heathens…
When I open my eyes, you’re gone, only
a pile of cream coloured rubbish on the seat
of the pew left.
“Lord spoke to me through your words,
Pastor,” says Mrs. Laurence after the benediction, patting my hands in her dry grip. The
soul of the black gospel is stifled in her tight
face. There will be no hallelujahs wrung from
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Mrs. Laurence. God is bound up in her hair.
She has pierced him with bobby pins, all the
way down to the scalp.
“Praise God you were touched,” my eyes
flit over hers, I’m looking for you, if you’d
only stay for once.
“And I wasn’t the only one,” she passes my
hand like a tract into young, smooth fingers.
“It was a very insightful interpretation,” the
lovely Hannah says, of the flowered skirt and
the long blonde hair, angelic eyes, porcelain
skin, the scent of roses clustering about her
clothes. Christian clichés, worse than just
normal ones.
Apparently she plays the keyboard beautifully and will accompany the hymn sing on
Wednesday.
You would laugh if you saw her, squeeze my
arm and sail off, laughing, laughing, laughing. You
know I could never measure up to that.
I leave a trail of waterlogged footprints
behind me as I walk across the carpet at midnight but I’m clean, a towel in hand applied to
my hair. Then, it happens, the shell necklace
you gave me – you said you were in Hawaii on
a business trip and we looked, just looked, at
each other – fell apart and all the shells come
sliding off the string around my neck and scatter across the floor. I drop the towel and fall
on my knees to gather them up – maybe it
can be restrung if I collect all of them, every
one, and rethread it myself, it could be done. I
pause. There is a patch of light from the moon
on the carpet so that it seems like the shells
are stars tossed carelessly across the night
sky. A galaxy spiraling through the universe,
the universe on my carpet. I stare for a long
time. I, a god, has made this happen.
We’re playing Life today, you in the old terry
houserobe, your bare legs stretch around the
board, me still in my suit, the hem creeping
up my calf, you laugh at me.
“How old are you, Pastor?”
“I hate it when you call me
Pastor.”
“Only a really
old man

would wear
those socks.”
“My mother knitted
them.”
You say, “They’re lovely. Suit
you.”
“It’s your turn.”
You pick up a career card. “Police officer.”
“Now you can punish me anytime you like,”
I say. A joke. A joke?
“I wanted to be a clown when I was a
kid.”
“I hear the circus has a shortage.”
“It’s your turn,” you say.
“I wanted to be an astronaut,” I say.

“And at least you’re still in the entertainment business.”
“That’s not funny.” I sigh. “Want to draw
again?”
“That’s cheating.”
“They say that your average person will
switch careers five times in their lives,” I
say.
“Are you gonna change your clothes? We
can pause the game.”
“You’re tired of looking at my socks.”
You push the plastic spinner around with
your toe.
I get up and go to the bedroom.
When I get back, you’ve already spun for
me and moved my piece down the college
track.
The lovely Hannah seated at the keyboard,
her wrists move down its length, the last keys
of the last song, I, smiling behind her, waiting
to give the benediction so everyone can go
home blessed, happy, stay, go, stay, go the
Lord bless thee and keep thee…
You stand up, look around you, smooth
the wrinkles on your shirt, and wade through
the heavy scent of perfume and old religion,
the Lord make His face shine upon thee, to
the double doors of the parking lot, and be
gracious unto thee, gasoline particles hovering outside cars…
The Lord lift His countenance upon thee,
I hurry down the aisle after you, the crease
running down the middle of my pants, each
leg, hurrying too, dignified, important, the
work of God.
I call your name, Anna, drag you back.
“I don’t want to meet anyone,” you say,
but I say, “They want to meet you!”
“Pastors shouldn’t lie,” you say, and I say,
“They’re very nice people.”
The foyer, its roasted coffee smell clinging
to every word out of Mrs. Laurence’s
mouth.
“Meet a very close friend of mine,”
I say to her. You squirm, my hand
around your elbow.
Mrs. Laurence, her
mouth a twisted bobby
pin. “So this explains
the dash down
the aisle. Thanks
heavens Hannah
is so blessed with
musical talent.”
“Thank heavens,” you
echo.
“Pastor, Pastor,” someone is
calling me, waving me over to discuss
some urgent theological business.
Mrs. Laurence takes your hand with
both of hers.
I walk away to attend to the
insistent parishioner. The lovely
Hannah sweeps to my side,
latches onto my arm, the
arm you would hold,
and looks up into
my face. I turn
back to you,
but you are
already
gone,

pushing out
the double
doors, and
you’re laughing,
now moving into
the gasoline air.

